Missing Unicorn
5

Have you seen this unicorn?

7 Name: Stardust
11 Age: 22 years old
15 Colour: white and blue
19 Last seen: Vox Zoo
20 Description:
30 Stardust went missing from her stable at the zoo on
40 Wednesday night and she has not been seen since. She

Quick Questions
1. How old is Stardust?

2. Where do you think that Stardust might be?


3. Find and copy two adjectives which are used to
describe Stardust.
		

52 is a shy creature so she may be difficult to track down.
62 She loves to snack on carrots and apples. Her hooves
72 and horn are bright pink. Stardust is one of seven
83 unicorns that live at the zoo and her keeper is very
93 worried about her. If you see her, please contact Roger
98 Pickle at the zoo immediately.

4. Write a question about Stardust that you would
like to find out the answer to.
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Answers
1. How old is Stardust?
Stardust is 22 years old.
2. Where do you think that Stardust might be?
Accept any sensible answer linked to the text,
such as: I think that Stardust might be hiding
in an orchard because she loves eating apples.
3. Find and copy two adjectives which are used to
describe Stardust.
Accept any two of the following:
white; blue; shy; bright pink.
4. Write a question about Stardust that you would

83 unicorns that live at the zoo and her keeper is very

like to find out the answer to.

93 worried about her. If you see her, please contact Roger

Accept any sensible question linked to

98 Pickle at the zoo immediately.

Stardust, such as: Can Stardust fly?

